




Freewing Jas-39 Gripen introduction EN 

The JAS 39 Gripen’s unique delta wing and canard configuration enables it to achieve a highly maneuverable flight envelope, with a 
tighter turning radius than the American F-16! Flown by more than a dozen NATO countries, the Gripen is a Mach 2-capable multirole 
fighter whose 25 year service history continues onward with distinction. 

Freewing has raised the bar again for RC foam electric delta winged jets with the JAS 39 Gripen. This jet is precisely modeled for scale 
fidelity and practical RC performance, and assembles in minutes including pre-installed electronics and LED lighting. Powered by 
Freewing’s popular 80mm 9-blade Inrunner EDF and a 100A ESC, the Freewing Gripen is designed for power! At ~1/9 scale and 
1613mm/63” in length, the Freewing Gripen is longer than its predecessor, the Freewing Typhoon. Referencing the full size Gripen’s 
short take-off capabilities, the Freewing Gripen is optimized for short take-offs and surviving unkempt landing strips. 

Recommended for intermediate to advanced skill level pilots, the Freewing Gripen offers the power, size and speed of a 90mm super 
scale jet, in a lighter, faster, and more economical 80mm EDF Series package. Full-functioning canards enable stable high-alpha 
capabilities, and full-coverage gear doors improve the airframe’s overall aerodynamics.

& NOTE: This is not a toy. Not for children under 14 years. Young people under the age of 14 should only be permitted to operate this model 

under the instruction and supervision of an adult. Please keep these instructions for further reference after completing model assembly. 

Note: 

1.This is not a toy! Operater should have a certain experience, beginners should operate under the guidance of
professional players.

2.Before install, please read through the instructions carefully and operate strictly under instructions.
3.Cause of wrong operation,Freewing and its vendors will not be held responsible for any losses.

4.Model planes' players must be on the age of 14 years old.
5.This plane used the EPO material with surface spray paint, don't use chemical to clean, otherwise it will damage.
6.You should be careful to avoid flying in areas such as public places,high-voltage-intensive areas,near the highway,

near the airport or any other place where laws and regulation clearly prohibit.
7.You cannot fly in bad weather conditions such as thunderstorms,snows .... 

8.Model plane's battery, don't allowed to put in everywhere. Storage must ensure that there is no inflammable
and explosive materials in the round of 2M range.

9.Damaged or scrap battery should be properly recycled, it can't discard to avoid spontaneous combustion 
and fire. 

1 0.ln flying field, the waste after flying should be properly handled,it can't be abandoned or burned. 

11. In any case, you must ensure that the throttle is in the low position and transmitter switch on, then it can connect
the lipo-battery in aircraft.

12.Do not try to take planes by hand when flying or slow landing process. You must wait for landing stop, then carry it.
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鸭 翼 组 装

螺丝 （KM3×8mm��2pcs�)
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